Gain immediate access to over 4,000 segments of legal
research with Discover PLUS, PLI’s eBook library.
That’s a total retail value of over $250,000.00, with enough content to run
the length of over 3 American football fields!
Discover PLUS, our eBook library, is routinely updated to ensure that you have immediate access to the most recent industry
information regarding changes in regulation, rulings, and standard practices. With Discover PLUS, the subscription value is
steadily increasing with the addition of new content.

24/7 access to PLI’s entire growing publication library, featuring 22 practice areas and including:
Treatises – Practical, know-how resources that provide expert analysis and in-depth coverage of case law. Forms, checklists, and other useful
visual aids often accompany the text. Over 125 Titles
Course Handbooks – Written by renowned faculty, our Handbooks serve as educational supplements to our many acclaimed seminars.
Each Course Handbook accompanies a specific PLI program or seminar, and also serves as a stand-alone reference guide. Over 1,130 Titles
Answer Books – Written in an easy Q&A format, every Answer Book includes both practice pointers and checklists that assist in explaining everyday
client questions. Nearly 50 Titles
Legal Forms – Forms are pulled from our regularly updated Treatises and Course Handbooks and are fully downloadable and usable for courts
and attorneys. Nearly 2,500 Forms
Program Transcripts – Our Transcripts contain expert advice from respected practitioners. They are transcribed from PLI’s daily Continuing Legal
Education seminars. Over 525 Transcripts

Discover PLUS content is regularly updated throughout the year.
Our acclaimed authors frequently update, write and release new Treatises, Course Handbooks, and Answer Books. Forms are then pulled from
these Treatises and automatically uploaded to your library. With over 400 Continuing Legal Education programs a year, you can be assured PLI’s
Course Handbooks and Transcripts will reflect today’s most current coverage of developments in your related practice area.
The quantity and print numbers above represent content on Discover PLUS as of August 22, 2014; but remember, by the time you read this, we will have already
updated the content on your subscription.
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